
Rang a Cúig 

Ms Leonard 

 

The following is a list of work for pupils to complete while the school is 

closed over the next fortnight.  

● Any written work can be put into your spare homework copy. Neat 

writing and presentation including titles and dates is expected.  

● In addition to this work, I encourage you to spend some of your time 

reading, doing arts and crafts and exercising. Also make use of 

readtheory, duolingo and mangahigh. Coders could work on some 

Scratch projects. 

● Any work completed on Google docs or slides can be shared with 

me. I’ll be checking in on that and can answer any questions you 

might have if you wish to send me an email. 

 

Gaeilge: -F&F Aonad 25 & 26 

-Am Don Léamh lth 48 & 49, 50 & 51 

-Píosa scríbhneoireachta. You can complete some free writing ‘as 

Gaeilge’ in your copies or on Google docs and share it with me. You could 

finish Cinnín Óir or start a new story. 

 

Maths: -Maths Times: Finish D and E of the current week and complete 

the next week p74, 75, 76, 77 and 78 

-Tables Champions p32 & 33 

-Booklet of worksheets. There is a lot of work in this booklet. This is for 

extra practise and not every page needs to be done. Pick the activities 

that you find the most challenging and work on those. Skip any problems 

that you find too difficult. 

 

English: -Above the Clouds Unit 17 (Parvana’s Journey). Read and 

complete activities A, B and C on p138 



-Above the Clouds Unit 18 (I am Malala). Read and complete activities A, 

B and C on p144. 

- ATC Portfolio Book comprehension activities based on these stories. 

-Write an essay about being invisible for a day. This can be in your copy 

but if you choose to use google docs you can share any completed stories 

with me. 

 

SESE: 

- Pick a building that we’ve been learning about in Roscommon Town 

(eg the Library, Castle, Old Jail, Sacred Heart Church) and complete 

a project on it. Can be written or completed on Google Slides (and 

shared with me) 

- Complete a project on any European Country of your choice 

(excluding France) 

- Complete a short project on any topic of your choice (some 

suggestions: famous person, sport, outer space but choose any topic 

you’ve an interest in) 

 

There is a lot of work above. Don’t worry if you do not get it all 

completed, but aim to do as much of it as you can, ensuring you have a 

balance between work and recreation during your time off. 

 

I hope you all stay safe, happy and healthy during this time off and look 

forward to seeing you back soon. 

Ms. Leonard :) 


